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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The idea of generalized systems to do linear filtering 

processes is not a new one. However, the extension of these 

ideas to real-time is new. In the context of this thesis, 

the word filter will be used to denote any type of signal 

alteration. 

The best-known descriptive form for one-dimensional 

linear systems is the convolution integral 

g(x)=yh(x-|)f(l)d|, 

where the input is f(-) and the impulse response h{•) is a 

function of the difference between the input and output co

ordinates. A linear system which may be described by the 

convolution integral is called shift-invariant. 

A generalized form of the convolution integral is the 

superposition integral 

g(x)=yh(x,Of(l)d^, 

where the input f(-) is the same as above, but the impulse 

response h(•,•) need no longer be a function of only the 

difference between coordinates. A system describable by the 

superposition integral, but not by the convolution integral, 

is called shift-variant. 



Most electrical (temporal) systems are shift-invariant, 

and shift-variant temporal systems (i.e., time-variant sys

tems) are very difficult to implement electrically. Optics 

offers the advantage that one-dimensional shift- (or space-) 

variant systems (Goodman et al. 1977; Marks et al. 1977) are 

relatively easy to construct because of the added dimension

ality inherent in spatial systems. Thus a much broader 

class of filters may be realized optically (spatially) than 

electrically (temporally). Not only shift-variant filters, 

but noncausal filters and filters with bandwidths limited 

only by the input are also more easily constructed optical

ly. Noncausal filters may be implemented if a tradeoff be

tween causality and a small time delay is allowable. In the 

case of the large-bandwidth filters, if the input to the 

system is bandlimited, the filter line spread function may 

be lowpass filtered before encoding of the filter mask, 

without any degradation in the original filtering process 

(Marks 1981). 

In the past, the use of photodetectors in coherent sys

tems has been difficult because photodetectors, by their na

ture, detect light intensity, whereas coherent processors 

are linear in complex amplitude, not intensity. By 

recording "holographically" with the photodetector, as 

proposed in this thesis, this problem is theoretically 



eliminated. Also, the use of a photodetector as the 

recording medium rather than film allows real-time process

ing of information. 

The major objective of this work is to study the pro

posed system and its ability to perform the generalized 

superposition integral optically and then convert the result 

to an electrical signal which represents the amplitude rath

er than the intensity of the optical signal. This system 

incorporates coherent processing and holographic detection 

in an interferometric set-up. 

The remainder of this thesis covers the theory behind 

the system, the optics of the system actually constructed, 

and the results obtained, as well as problems encountered 

during the research and their solutions. Chapter II con

sists of theoretical background in the areas of coherent 

processing, interferometry, and holographic recording and 

detection. The relationships among these fields with regard 

to the proposed system are also discussed, in order to pro

vide explanations for some of the experimental problems that 

arise later. 

The filters that are used to show proof of principle 

for the system are discussed in Chapter III. Their impulse 

responses and the holographic masks which physically 

represent them in the experiments are discussed, as well as 



ideal and actual filtered output signals. The photodetector 

array, which is used to record the filtered outputs, is also 

discussed in detail. 

The last chapter included consists of conclusions made 

on the basis of the experimental results, and suggestions 

are made with respect to future work in the area. 



CHAPTER II 

THE SYSTEM: THEORY 

Figure 2.1 shows a basic block diagram of the system. 

It consists of a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a 

one-dimensional processor in one beam. The interferometer 

itself consists of the two mirrors and two beamsplitters. 

The beam at the top of the figure will be the bias, or ref

erence beam, and that which contains the processor will be 

denoted the signal beam. The signal and reference beams are 

added together by the second beamsplitter to interfere in 

the plane of the CCD array. This detector array converts 

the incident light intensity into an electrical signal, and 

a d.c. notch removes the bias. 

One of the important features of this real-time system 

is that not only amplitude, but bipolar amplitude may be re

corded using photodetector elements, even though photodetec

tors, as mentioned earlier, are sensitive to the intensity 

of incident light, which is equal to amplitude squared. 

This aspect of the system is due to a large constant bias, 

B, which is added to the signal f(x) prior to detection by 

the photodetectors. The intensity that is recorded by the 

photodetectors is the squared magnitude of the light 

amplitude incident on them, or 

|f(x)+B|2 = |f(x)|2 + |B|2 + f(x)B* + f*(x)B. 
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Here, the two cross terms do not contain exp(je) or exp(-j9) 

factors because the signal and bias terms are assumed to be 

aligned exactly on axis, so that the offset angle 9 is zero. 

If the bias |B| is much larger than the signal |f(x)| then 

the squared signal term |f(x)|^ may be neglected with re

spect to the squared bias term iBl^. Another simplification 

can be made if the filtering processes considered in this 

thesis are limited to those in which the signal and bias are 

real. In such cases, the following approximation is valid: 

If(x) + B|2 = B^ + 2Bf(x), 

where B^ is a constant bias, and 2Bf(x) is the signal f(x) 

amplified by a factor 2B. The constant bias may be removed 

using a d.c. notch filter, as discussed earlier, leaving 

only the term which is proportional to the amplitude of the 

signal incident on the photodetector. The combination of 

the signal and bias beams such that this mathematical sim

plification is possible is known as coherent addition. 

An example of deriving a signal proportional to ampli

tude from an intensity variation is shown in Figure 2.2. 

The first figure (2.2{a}) shows the desired amplitude varia

tion 1/x, and the second figure (2.2{b}) shows its 

intensity, or (1/x)^. If a constant bias is added to the 

amplitude signal as in Figure 2.2(c), the level of the 

entire signal is raised. Then when this amplitude function 
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Figure 2.2: Example of obtaining bipolar amplitude from 
intensity. 



is squared, the intensity function (2.2{d}) shows that all 

negative portions of the amplitude become positive, but that 

the bipolar nature of the signal begins to be apparent. As 

the level of the bias is increased (2.2{e}), the detected 

intensity variation (2.2{f}) more closely resembles the am

plitude function desired. 

Coherent Processing 

Working with coherent rather than incoherent light po

ses some advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantages 

include the fact that speckle is introduced into the system, 

so the smoothness of optical surfaces is very important. 

However, the ability to perform the superposition integral 

with complex functions using coherent optics may outweigh 

the burden of having to use optically smooth surfaces. 

The superposition integral may be performed in a number 

of ways. In one dimension, it may be done using an astig

matic coherent processor (Marks 1978) such as those shown in 

Figure 2.3. Use of the first processor shown (2.3{al) re

sults in a quadratic phase error in the horizontal direc

tion. This can be removed by placing a concave (negative) 

cylindrical lens immediately in front of the output plane. 

The second processor in the figure (2.3{b}) causes a 

quadratic phase error in the vertical direction. This phase 
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Figure 2.3: Various forms of astigmatic coherent 
processors. 
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error can be removed by placing a convex (positive) cylin

drical lens immediately in front of the output plane. The 

third astigmatic processor shown (2.3{c}) generates no quad

ratic phase error in either dimension. Consequently, the 

three-lens astigmatic coherent processor is the form that 

has been chosen for this system. 

Interferometry 

To ensure that the interferometer is properly aligned, 

a fringe pattern is created at the output plane of the sys

tem and broadened as much as possible (see Figure 2.4). The 

introduction of the signal processing portion of the system 

in this interferometric set-up, however, affects the fringe 

pattern significantly. The results of introducing a spheri

cal two-lens imager are shown in Figure 2.5(a). These are 

comparable to those seen when two plane waves are allowed to 

interfere. But, if the imager consists of cylindrical lens

es, the resulting fringe pattern is shown in Figure 2.5(b). 

For a one-dimensional system, an astigmatic coherent proces

sor (Marks 1978) comprised of three cylindrical lenses is 

used to perform the superposition integral. The fringe 

pattern with all three lenses in place is shown in Figure 

2.6. In order to broaden it, a fourth cylindrical lens is 

introduced, this in the reference beam. The resulting 

effect on the interference pattern is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.4: Fringe pattern created by two on-axis plane 
waves. 
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Figure 2.5: Fringe patterns resulting with imagers inserted 
in one beam. 
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Figure 2.6: Fringe pattern created when an ACP is inserted 
in one beam. 
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Figure 2.7: Pattern resulting when a cylindrical lens 
compensates the ACP. 
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One of the implications of using an interferometric 

set-up is that the entire system is extremely sensitive to 

vibration or to motion of any kind. For the purposes of 

convenience in detection, the signals and the filters used 

in this system are purely real but bipolar. 

Holography 

Holographic detection is defined as the "recording of 

the pattern of interference between two wavefronts." (Good

man 1968, p. 200) In this respect, the photodetector array 

which detects the intensity of the sum of the signal and the 

bias beams records holographically. Film has been the pri

mary medium used in holographic detection. However, film 

must be developed and reconstructed before playback. A pho

todetector array in its place converts light energy directly 

to electrical energy. Thus reconstruction occurs in essen

tially real time on an oscilloscope. 

Using a holographic detection scheme with a photodetec

tor array in the recording plane presents another advanta

geous feature of this system over those which use film. In 

the system with an on-axis reference beam, fringe spacing is 

much larger than that between signal variations. In this 

situation, the detector resolution must be sufficient to 

sample the signal without regard for the frequency of the 
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fringes. However, if high-frequency fringe modulation is 

present, as in standard holography with an off-axis refer

ence beam, the "samples" become averages of the light inci

dent on each detector element. The output of the CCD array 

will then be the magnitude of the incident signal, rather 

than the bipolar signal itself. 

Holographic masks, on the other hand, are simply repre

sentations of complex information in the form of an array, 

plotted on a two-dimensional surface. Holographic masks are 

used in this system as filters. There are several well-

known techniques used in computer generated holography for 

representing complex or bipolar information. These methods 

encode complex information within the bounds of amplitude 

variations. The Burckhardt (1970) technique, one of the 

most common, is used here to encode the filter masks. 

Each cell of a Burckhardt-encoded function corresponds 

to an element in the complex array which represents that 

function. Each complex element has a magnitude and a phase 

component, so it can be expressed in vector form. Each vec

tor can then be reduced to a linear combination of basis 

vectors. The Burckhardt method uses unit vectors at zero, 

120, and 240 degrees as bases. Thus any vector in the 

complex plane is represented by the magnitudes of its 

projections, called component vectors, onto one or two basis 

vectors, as shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8: Projection of a complex number onto Burckhardt 
basis vectors. 
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The spatial encoding of complex information using the 

Burckhardt method is done in the following manner. Each 

cell of the array is divided into three vertical rectangular 

regions which represent the three basis vectors. The por

tion of each rectangle that is filled is determined by the 

relative length of the component vector corresponding to 

that basis. Before plotting the function, each vector in 

the array is scaled by the largest component vector in the 

array. The rectangle corresponding to the largest component 

vector will have a scaled length of one, and will span the 

entire cell length. Figure 2.9 shows a typical cell of a 

Burckhardt encoded function. For more complete explanations 

of this encoding method, see the referenced theses by Chase 

(1983, pp. 44-46), Irby (1980, pp. 27-33), and Mushtaq 

(1983, pp. 44-46), as well as the original papers by Burck

hardt (1970). 

A BASIC routine that encodes and plots two-dimensional 

functions using the Burckhardt technique is given in Appen

dix B. It is written for an Apple III computer, for use 

with a TRS-80 Model FP-215 flatbed plotter. 
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Figure 2.9 Sample cell encoded using the Burckhardt 
method. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SYSTEM: EXPERIMENTS 

It is well-known that a much broader class of filters 

can be realized optically than electrically. This is due 

primarily to the ability of optical systems to perform 

shift-variant processes. Noncausal processes may also be 

implemented at the price of a time delay since information 

is available "before" the origin, which is at the center of 

a two-dimensional plane. In order for the system described 

in this thesis to be called general, it must be capable of 

performing a variety of different types of filtering opera

tions. 

The Filters 

The first type of filter that is considered is the 

shift-invariant type. This class will be represented by a 

simple bandpass filter. An ideal process may be implemented 

because the filter can be non-causal. The kernel of the 

bandpass filter may itself be lowpass filtered if a bandlim

ited input is used, without loss of signal integrity. The 

lowpassed impulse response has the form 

h(x-l) = sinc((x-|)/4) COS(TT(X-| )/2) . 

21 
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The parameters of the kernel were chosen to correspond to a 

given input. The two-dimensional Burckhardt encoded filter 

mask is shown in Figure 3.1. The horizontal axis is |, and 

the vertical axis is x. 

Another type of filter which is very difficult to im

plement electrically but is easily done optically is one 

that has a very large bandwidth, i.e., its domain is limited 

only by the input. The representative of this class that is 

demonstrated is a Hilbert transform. It too is a shift-in

variant process. The impulse response is 

h(x-|) = J/TT(X-|), 

but it can be lowpass filtered to bandlimit it, provided the 

input is bandlimited. The filtered form of the kernal 

(Marks 1981) is: 

h(x-|) = -2W sin(TTW(x-|)) sinc(W(x-|)). 

The Burckhardt-encoded Hilbert transform mask is shown in 

Figure 3.2. 

A third class of filters which can be demonstrated in 

order to show generality is that of shift-variant processes. 

An example of such a process is parametric amplification 

(See Appendix A), in which several very narrow bands of 

frequencies are amplified, while all others are attenuated 

significantly. The form of the impulse response of a 

parametric amplifier is (Stern 1965, p. 187) 

h(x,0 = P(x)P"l(|)B(Oexp(Q(x-|))u(x-a) 
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where, for this system, P(-) and P~-̂ (-) are square waves 

with values of sal, B(-)=l, and Q and a are constants. The 

encoded parametric amplifier mask with Q=0 and a=-co is shown 

in Figure 3.3. Experimental results for the parametric am

plifier are not included in this thesis. Analytical results 

are given in Appendix A. 

The input that is used with each filter was chosen on 

the basis of the ease with which system performance could be 

determined. In the case of the Hilbert transform, a rectan

gular pulse (slit) is used. This produces by far the most 

visible results (see Figure 3.4). Because of the relative 

size of the slit used, the Hilbert transform acts as a doub

let and thus effectively takes the derivative of the input 

slit, i.e., a positive and a negative Dirac delta function 

as in Figure 3.4(b) should result. Actually, however, tak

ing the quantization of the filter mask into effect and the 

fact that the Hilbert transform impulse response is not an 

ideal doublet, the result should be closer to that seen in 

Figure 3.4(c). 

For the bandpass filter, a different input was chosen. 

Since the filter operates selectively based on frequency, an 

input is chosen that will take advantage of its ability to 

discriminate among signals of various frequencies. Thus, 

the sum of two signals (cosines) of different frequencies is 

used: 
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Figure 3.3: Burckhardt-encoded parametric amplifier mask 
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(a)Square pulse, (b)its derivative, (c)its 
Hilbert transform. 
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f(x) = 1/4 (2+cos(wt)+cos(4wt)). 

The signals are separated in frequency by a factor of four, 

so the output of the bandpass filter should be a replica of 

the high frequency signal without the low frequency term. 

Figure 3.5 shows (a)the input sum of cosines, (b)the lowpass 

filtered impulse response of the bandpass filter, and (c)the 

computer-generated output of the bandpass filter. 

The input to the system may be holographically encoded 

if it is purely real and positive, but the filter must then 

remove any constant bias on the input in order to obtain a 

bipolar output. If these restrictions are not placed on the 

encoded input function, the product of the coplanar input 

and filter may be incorrect because products of individual 

elements (cells on the Burckhardt masks) do not necessarily 

represent positive and negative numbers accurately. For ex

ample, the product of two negative numbers would still 

produce the diffraction pattern of a negative number, rather 

than the positive number it should be. The input could be 

imaged onto the filter plane without these restrictions, but 

diffraction effects are significant, and they could distort 

the output. 
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(C) 

Figure 3.5: Effects of a bandpass filter on the sum of two 
cosines. 
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The Photodetector Array 

The device chosen to accomplish the task of detection 

and then conversion from an optical signal to an electrical 

signal is a Fairchild charge coupled device CCD143A which 

has 2048 elements. It is used in conjunction with a Fair-

child CCD design development board, which provides a number 

of variables to the system. Among these are the video clock 

rate which is variable from five to 20 megahertz (MHz), the 

exposure time clock, and the output data rate clock. The 

latter two provide oscilloscope synchronization capabili

ties. 

However there are several problems with the CCD array 

which have precluded its use in this system. First, the 

photodetector elements are not sensitive enough to low light 

levels. A more powerful light source could have been used 

to compensate for this, but then adding a large constant 

bias to the relatively low-level signal would easily satu

rate the device. In other words, the CCD does not have a 

large enough dynamic range to be used effectively in this 

application. 

A second problem encountered in using this CCD array is 

that the sensitivity of the individual photodetector 

elements varies along the physical span of the device, with 

the most sensitive detection apparently occurring in the 
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center of the array. This nonuniformity may be calculated 

and corrected using techniques discussed by Kleinemeier 

(1985). 

Still a third problem that prevents the CCD array from 

being used efficiently in this system is leakage between de

tector elements. This problem is evidenced in the inability 

of the device to represent accurately multiple transitions 

between high and low signals. 

Therefore, rather than using the CCD array to demon

strate the performance of the system and the effect of the 

reference beam in it, two other methods have been used to 

document results in these proof-of-principle experiments. 

In both, an optical pattern at the output of the system is 

recorded on 35 mm film. Then the result may be digitized 

using a Comtal image processing system. A particular line 

is chosen and scanned to obtain a listing of gray levels 

(between zero and 255) along that line. These gray levels 

represent the light intensity recorded on the film. They 

are plotted and used instead of the CCD array output to ver

ify system performance. This procedure is followed for both 

the signal and the signal-plus-bias. The negative features 

of the amplitude signal become apparent in the scan of the 

signal-plus-bias photograph. A photodensitometer, which 

scans and records light intensity directly, may be used in a 

similar manner to obtain the same types of results. 
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Results 

The results presented in this section will be used to 

show proof of principle for the system. They will demon

strate the ability of the processor to perform the filter 

operation first. The ability to record the bipolar (ampli

tude) nature of the filter output by introducing the refer

ence beam is also shown. 

Hilbert Transform 

The results of a Hilbert transform operation on a 

square pulse are the first to be discussed. As shown in 

Figure 3.4(c), the transform of a square pulse is a narrow 

negative pulse on one side and a narrow positive pulse on 

the other side, approximately a derivative of the input. 

Figure 3.6 shows the light distribution in the output plane 

of the system, without a reference beam present. Since the 

amplitude of the transformed pulse is squared to yield the 

intensity that is recorded on film, there appear to be two 

positive (white) areas on either side of the zero (black) 

area in the middle. Figure 3.7 shows a plot of the gray 

levels along the line indicated in the photograph, which is 

the center of the first order output signal. The first 

order was chosen to avoid the d.c. that appears in the 

zeroth order term. The possible range for gray levels on 

the Comtal system is between zero and 255. 
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Figure 3.6: Optical output of 
the bias beam. 

a Hilbert transform, without 
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Figure 3.7: Plot of the gray levels along the line shown in 
Figure 3.6. 
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With the introduction of the reference beam into the 

recording scheme, the bipolar aspect of the signal is now 

apparent, but is displaced by a constant bias. The power 

level of the bias in this case is slightly less than twice 

that of the signal, in accordance with usual holographic 

methods. The light distribution of the Hilbert transformed 

pulse is along the indicated line in Figure 3.8. This is 

also located at the center of the first order output. A 

gray level plot of the intensities recorded along this line 

is given in Figure 3.9. The level in the middle of the plot 

is approximately that of the squared bias, with the sides 

positive and negative with respect to it. 

Bandpass Filter 

The format used to show the results of the bandpass 

filtering process is similar to that used for the Hilbert 

transform results. First, Figure 3.10 shows the optical 

output of the system without a reference beam in place. 

Then Figure 3.11 is a photodensitometer scan of the intensi

ty variation along the line indicated in Figure 3.10. This 

shows fourteen peaks of light with (black) nulls in between, 

corresponding to 3.5 periods with four samples per period of 

the input cosinusoid. Every other pair of peaks corresponds 

to squared positive half-cycles and the other alternate 

pairs are the squared negative half-cycles of the function. 
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Figure 3.8: Optical output of a Hilbert transform, with 
reference beam. 
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the gray levels along the line shown in 
Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.10: Optical output of a bandpass filter without 
using a bias. 
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When the reference beam is introduced, the negative 

half-cycles of the cosinusoids will again appear negative 

with respect to the bias. Thus, there will be four sets of 

peaks in intensity, twice as far apart, along the same line 

after the reference beam is added. The effects of the band

pass filter on the cosines, with the bias present, are shown 

in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Figure 3.12 is the light distri

bution at the output plane of the system, and Figure 3.13 is 

a plot of the gray levels (intensities) along the line shown 

in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Optical output of a bandpass filter using a 
bias beam. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the system discussed in this thesis has been 

demonstrated to be functional, there is still much to be 

done. The next step is to obtain parametric amplification 

results experimentally. This would complete the proof that 

the system is capable of doing generalized filtering pro

cesses. 

Then, in pursuit of a real-time system, the non-uni

formity problem inherent in the CCD array ought to be cor

rected. This can be done using the technique discussed by 

Kleinemeier (1985). It involves the design and implementa

tion of a very low cut-off lowpass filter to obtain the non-

uniformity function for the particular device. Then the 

output of the device is divided by the nonuniformity func

tion. These procedures are effective only if the input sig

nal has certain specific characteristics. This entire tech

nique to achieve real-time restoration of the CCD is 

discussed in detail by Kleinemeier. 

Then dynamic inputs may be used. These may take the 

form of acousto-optic or electro-optic modulated signals. 

The filter masks would remain the same. The system as a 

whole could then be viewed as a "black box" filter with an 

electrical input and an electrical output. 
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The part of the system which performs the superposition 

integral could also be changed in order to make use of the 

frequency plane, which is available in optical systems. In 

this case, two astigmatic coherent processors would be used, 

as shown in Figure 4.1. This configuration would make ideal 

bandpass filters, for example, significantly easier to im

plement since they would be in the frequency plane. A sam

ple one-dimensional lowpass filter constructed for use in 

the frequency plane is shown in Figure 4.2. In comparison 

to that shown in Figure 3.1, this mask appears to be much 

closer to ideal merely because it is not a sampled function. 

It has been shown using this system that outputs pro

portional to bipolar amplitude functions can be achieved. 

Two different types of filters have been demonstrated using 

the system, thus showing its versatility. These filters are 

1) a noncausal lowpass filter, and 2) a bandlimited Hilbert 

transform. All of the work done in the research thus far 

and discussed in this thesis has been with static inputs, 

and all of the results have been recorded on film, rather 

than on an essentially real-time CCD array. However, expan

sion of the system to real-time is considered a viable 

extension to the research begun here. 
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Figure 4.2: 1-D lowpass filter for use in the frequency 
domain. ^ 
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APPENDIX A 

PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION 

Historically, analysis of parametric amplifiers has 

been done using rather unconventional methods. However, it 

can be shown that parametric amplifiers may be thought of in 

terms of impulse responses which can then be used in the su

perposition integral for generalized linear systems. 

Impulse Response 

The analysis of such an amplifier (Stern 1965, pp. 

154-187) begins with the following equations which describe 

a linear system: 

x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) (A.l) 

and 

x(a) = c, 

where u(t) is an input to the system, x(t) is the response, 

and x(a) = c is an initial condition. 

The fundamental matrix of this system, <l)(t), is given 

such that 

iit) = A(t)4>(t) 

is satisfied. The columns of the fundamental matrix are 

solutions to the equation 

J(t) = A(t)v'(t) 
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subject to a set of linearly independent initial conditions. 

The solutions of equation A.l may be obtained using the fol

lowing: 

x(t) = x^^^(t) +yH(t,s)u(s)ds, 

where 

x^^^(t) = <I>(t)cD-l(a)c =4'(t,a)c 

is the homogeneous part of the solution. The matrix 4'(t,a) 

is called the state transition matrix, and H(t,s) is the im

pulse response matrix for the system. The impulse response 

is given by 

H(t,s) = <I>(t)$"^(s)B(s) = >I'(t,s)B(s) . 

If A(t) = A(t+T) and B(t) = B(t+T), i.e., A and B are 

periodic with period T, then cj>(t) = P(t)exp(Qt), where Q is 

a constant matrix and P(t) is a nonsingular matrix with 

period T. Then 

^(t,s) = P(t)exp(Q(t-s) )P"'^(s) 

and 

H(t,s) = P(t)exp((t-s)Q)P"^(s)B(s). 

Reducing the dimension of the system to one yields 

x(t) = x^^^(t) +yp(t)exp((t-s)Q)P"^(s)B(s)u(s) ds. 

To obtain the impulse response, let u(s)= (s-to). Then 

h(t,to) = P(t)exp((t-to)Q)P""^(to)B(to) 

for a < to < t, where P, P"-̂ , and B are periodic with period 

T, and Q and a are constants. 
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Gain 

For convenience let B(to)=l and a=-cD , and let P(t) be 

a square wave with values of B1. Then P"-̂ (to) will also be 

a square wave with values of cal. Figure A.l shows a graphi

cal description of an impulse response with these character

istics. (The BASIC plotting program is given in Appendix 

C.) Superposition with the input will take place over to 

from -CD to t, for any given value of t. A primary advan

tage of using square waves in the impulse response of the 

amplifier is the ease with which they may be represented and 

fabricated optically. 

If the input is sinusoidal, i.e., u(t)=cos(wt), then 

the superposition integral takes the following form, where 

y(t) is the output of the amplifier. 

y(t)= P(t)exp(Qt) P"^(to)exp(-Qto)cos(wto) dto-

The square wave P~-̂ (to) is expanded into its Fourier series 

in order that this integration may be performed. The 

Fourier expansion of a square wave is the following: 

p-l(to)=5^(4An)sin(2iTnto/T) . 
n 

Then the form of the integral becomes 

y(t)=P(t)exp(Qt)^(4/TTn)/sin(2-rrnto/T)exp(-Qto)cos(wto)dto. 
n 

When the integral is performed and the Fourier series 

of P(t) is substituted into the expression, the results show 

that only part of the output is at the same frequency as the 
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input sinusoid. The form of y(t) is a product of summations 

with different indices: 

y(t)=V V / 4 \ j-Qcos(2TT(m-n)/T-w)t + Ocos(2ir(m+n)/T+w)t 
n m X^T^nj | Q^ + (2TTn/T+w)^ 

-(2Trn/T-^w)sin(2Tr(m^^n)/T+w)t ^̂  ( 2TTn/T+w) sin( 27T(m-n)/T-w) t 
Q^ + (2-rTn/T+w)^ 

-Ocos(2TT(m-n)/T+w) t + Ocos( 2TT (m-^n)/T-w) t 
Q^ + (2TTn/T-w)^ 

-(2TTn/T-w)sin(2-rT(m-i-n)/T-w)t + ( 2iTn/T-w) sin( 2TT(m-n)/T+w) t 

Q^+(2TTn/T-wP ' 

(A.2) 

In order to derive an expression for the gain of the ampli

fier at the frequency of the input, those terms which do not 

contribute to this output frequency must be ignored. Rela

tionships are found between the indices of the summations 

which will cause parts of the output to be at the desired 

frequency. Several such relationships are possible. 

For the first and fourth terms in the equation A.2, 

2ir(m-n) - w = nw, 
T 

or 

ni=n or m=n+wT/TT . 

However, m=n+wT/TT is only positive, integral and odd at har

monics of the pump frequency. These solutions will be 

considered as outputs caused by the "pumping action." Thus, 

terms one and four in y(t) will be included in gain 

calculations only when m=n. 
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For the second and third terms in equation A.2, 

2Tr(m-i-n) + w = nw. 
T 

Neither of these cases is acceptable because m would, of ne

cessity, be negative in both, and therefore not included in 

a summation from one to infinity. Both terms two and three 

are excluded completely from gain calculations. 

Terms five and eight require the following relation

ships in order to contribute to the desired output signal: 

2TT(m-n) -»- w = nw, 
T 

or 

m=n or m=n-wT/Tr . 

These situations are analogous to those in the first pair of 

terms discussed. Thus, only when m=n will terms five and 

eight be included in y(t). 

The last pair of terms, six and seven, have the follow

ing requirements in order to obtain the desired output: 

2TT_(_m+nJ_- w = nw, 
T 

or 

m=-n or m=-n+wT/Tr. 

However m=-n is impossible since both m and n must be 

positive and greater than zero. The second relationship is 

only possible at integral harmonics of the pump frequency. 
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as are several of the other relationships previously 

discussed. Terms six and seven are not included in y(t) for 

gain calculations. 

Simplifying separately the several parts of y(t) which 

correspond to each of these cases gives expressions which 

are of the form 

Acos(wt)+Bs i n(wt) 

Combining these results gives 

y(t)=(Ai+A2+...)cos(wt)+(Bi+B2+...)sin(wt), 

where the indices on A and B indicate which relationship be

tween m and n has been used. This can then be used to find 

an expression for the gain of the system if the coefficient 

of the cosine term is interpreted as the in-phase component 

of the gain and that of the sine term is interpreted as the 

quadrature component. The gain of the system becomes 

G = W(A1+A2+...)^+(Bi+B2+...)^ . 

This expression has been evaluated for different values 

of w/wo and Q/WQ, under the conditions that P(t) and P"-̂ (to) 

are square waves with the same period and that B(to) is 

equal to one (See Appendix D). Figure A.2 shows a three-di

mensional plot (using the routine in Appendix C) of the gain 

of a parametric amplifier for varying values of W/WQ and 

Q/wo-
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Figure A.2: The gain of a parametric amplifier. 
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The gain improves for smaller negative values of Q/WQ 

since Q takes the form of an attenuation constant. For the 

holographic masks which are used in the system, a value of 

zero is given to Q. 

The gain is also highly dependent on the ratio between 

w and WQ. The highest gain is obtained when the ratio is 

exactly 1.0. This is interpreted to mean that the frequency 

of the square wave in the impulse response is equal to that 

of the input signal. Depending on the interpretation of the 

terms "pump frequency," these results are corroberated by 

those obtained for conventional electronic parametric ampli

fiers. 

The bandwidth of the amplifier may also be approximated 

based on the computer simulations of its gain. For a fixed 

pump frequency (WQ), the bandwidth of the parametric ampli

fier is less than 0.04 radians per second. 

Harmonic Distortion 

There is very little harmonic distortion of the input 

signal apparent in the output of the type of parametric am

plifier discussed here. The levels of the second and higher 

order harmonics present at the output can be calculated in 

much the same manner as was the output level at the 

fundamental frequency. (See Appendix E for the BASIC 
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program.) First, limitations are placed on m and n (the 

summation indices) such that the particular desired harmonic 

(p) is realized, while maintaining the requirement that both 

m and n be positive odd integers. Then, through simplifica

tion, an expression for the output at that frequency is 

found. It too is of the form 

Jcos(pwt) + Ksin(pwt). 

Then the amplitude, or gain, of that harmonic is found by 

H =yj2 + K^ . 

A plot of the gain vs. the order (p) of the harmonic is 

shown in Figure A.3. The values of W/WQ and Q/WQ have been 

fixed at 1.0 and -0.1, respectively, for each of the gain 

values plotted. 
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Figure A.3: Harmonic gain of a parametric amplifier 



APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM TO PLOT TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
ARRAYS HOLOGRAPHICALLY 

59 



10 OPENfl,".PLOTTER" 
15 0PEN#2 AS INPUT,".D2/PAR0ATA' 
20 ON KBO GOTO 500 
30 REM 
40 REM ! 
50 REM 
60 REM 

60 

CELL ENCODING USING THE BURCKHARDT METHOD FOR 2-0 SIGNALS 

The result will be a 64 X 64 array of cells, each with 3 
components. 

70 REM ! 
80 REM 1 
90 REH : 
100 REM ! 
110 DIM REAL(64),1HAG(64),PHASE(64),MAG(64),B{3,64) 
120 Pl=3.1415926541 
130 SCALE=1 
140 REM 
150 REM ! 
160 REM ! Define real and imaginary parts of the signal to be encoded 
165 REM ! by reading one row at a time from a data file. 
170 REM 1 The signal must be scaled to a maximum value of 1. 
180 REH , 
190 XLOC= 491 
200 YL0C=66 
210 PRINTfrFl" 
220 PRlNT#rr;XLOC;",";YLOC 
230 N=N+1 
240 IF N>64 THEN GOTO 500 
250 FOR 1=1 TO 64 
252 REA0#2;REAL(1) 
254 REAL{I)=REAL(I)/SCALE 
256 1MAG(1)=0 
258 NEXT I 
260 REM 
270 REM 
280 REM 
285 REM 
290 REM 
300 FOR 

The complex signal must be converted to magnitude & phase form. | 
(Here the signal is real, so the equations are simplified.) 1 

=1 TO 64 
310 MAG{I)=SQR(REAL(I)*REAL{I)) 
320 IF REAL(l)>--0 AND IMAG(I)--0 THEN PHA5E(1)=0:GOTO 370 
330 IF REAL{I)<=0 AND 1MAG(1)=0 THEN PHA5E(1)=PI 

340 NEXT I 
350 REM 
360 REM . 
370 REM ! Conversion to Burckhardt components. I 

380 REH 
TO 64 

[F PHASE(I)>=0 AND PHASE(I)<=2.0944 THEN GOSUB 10000:8(1,I)=A:B{2,I)=B:B(3 
400 FOR 
410 

42o' IF PHASE(I))=2.0944 AND PHA5E{I)<=4.18879 THEN PHASE(I)=PHASE(I)-2.0944:GO 
SUB 10000:8(1,1)--0:B(2,I)=A:B(3,I)=B 
430 IF PHASE(I)>=4.18879 AND PHASE(1)<=2'PI THEN PHASE(I)=PHASE(l)-4.18879:G0S 
UB 10000:8(1,I)=B:B(2,I)=0:B(3,1)=A 



440 NEXT I 
450 REM _ 
460 REM I 
470 REM 
480 REM 
490 REM 

6 1 

Scaling components to a max magnitude of 
done in line 130. 

1 isn't needed — already 

'Bye Don't forget to replace the cap on the plotter pen.' 

500 GOSUB 20000 
505 GOTO 230 
510 PRINT:PRINT 
520 CL0SE#1 
530 END 
10000 REH 
10010 REH 
10020 REH 
10030 REH 
10040 A=HAG(l)»(COS(PHASE(I))+.57735»SIN(PHASE(I))) 
10050 B=1.1547''HAG(I)*S1N{PHASE(1)) 
10060 RETURN 
20000 REH 
20010 REH 
20020 REM 
20030 REM 
20040 REM 
20050 REM 
20060 REM 
20070 REM 
20120 PRINTS 
20130 YLOC=0 
20140 FOR J=l TO 64 
20150 FOR K=l TO 3 

Subroutine to PLOT Burckhardt component vectors. 

This is done one row at a time, with a new origin being set 
for each one. 

;XLOC;*,";YLOC 

20160 
20170 
20180 
20190 
20200 
20210 
20220 
20230 
20240 
20250 
20260 
20270 
20280 
20290 
20300 
20310 
20320 
20330 
20340 
20350 

X=8(K,J)*30 
Z=X/2 
PX=CONVt(Z):NX=-rPX 
IF (PX-INT(Z))<>0 THEN PX=PX+1 
IF PX=0 THEN YLOC=YLOC+10:GOTO 20330 
PRlNT^rM^NX 
PRINT|1"0";PX 
PRlNT|rO";NX 
PRINT#1"D";PX 
PRINT#rD";NX 
PRINT|frD";PX 
PR1NT#I"D";NX 
PRINT|frD";PX 
PRlNT#rD";NX 
PRINT#rD";PX 
PRlNTfrD";NX 
PRINT|fl"D";PX 
NEXT K 

NEXT J 
XLOC=XLOC+30:YLOC=66 

YLOC 
YL0C:YL0C=YL0C+2 
YLOC 
YL0C:YL0C=YL0C+2 
YLOC 
YL0C:YL0C=YL0C+2 
YLOC 
YL0C:YL0C=YL0C+2 
YLOC 
YL0C:YL0C=YL0C+2 
YLOC 
YLOC 

20360 RETURN 



APPENDIX C 

PROGRAM TO PLOT THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
FUNCTIONS 
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REM 
3 REH 
5 REM 
10 REM 
20 REM 
30 REM 
40 REM 

X X P L 0 T 

This program PLOTS d hi) FUNCTION, firf.r. y-linr^. rhî n x.-l i f i r ^ , I 

63 

90 ON KBD GOTO 30000 
100 OPENfl ," .PLOTTER" 
110 0PENif2 AS INPUT,"DATA" 
115 INPUT"The size of the array is: (XDIM,YDIM)";XDIH,YOIM 
120 lNPUT"The maximum value in the array is: ";SCALE 
130 OIH GAN(XDIH,YDIH) 
140 REM 
150 REM 
160 REH 
170 REM 
180 REH 
190 REH 
200 REH 
210 REH 
220 REH 

P L 0 T 5 U B R 0 U T I N E 

Set theta = angle of the y-axis with respect to the x-z coords ! 
of the page. ! 

SX, SY, SZ are scale factors set for the TRS-80 plotter. ! 

10000 THETA=.785398 
10010 A=COS(THETA) 
10020 B=SIN(THETA) 
10030 SY=900 
10040 SX=1500 
10050 SZ=900 
10060 HY=0 
10070 REH 
10080 REM 
10090 REM 
lOIOO REM 
10110 REH 
10120 REH 
10130 REH 
10140 REM 

X - D I R E C T I 0 N P L O T 

First set the origin, then plot the first line. 
Move the origin for the 2nd line and plot. Continue. 

10150 PRINTfriSO.SO" 
10160 FOR P=l TO XDIM 
10170 FOR Q=l TO YDIM 

REA0#2;GAN(P,Q) 
Y=(GAN(P,Q)/SCALE)»SZ 

X=0 
RX=5Y»AMQ/XD1H) 
RY=SY*B*(Q/YOIM) 
MX=(P/XDIM)*SX 
XA=CONVt{X+MX+RX) 
YA=CONVl(Y+HY+RY) 
IF Q--I THEN PRINTirH-iXA:"." 
PRINT#rO";XA:",";YA 
NEXT Q 

NEXT P 

10180 
10200 
10210 
10220 
10230 
10240 
10250 
10260 
10270 
10280 
10290 
10300 

;YA 



Y 

] Reset 

I Plot 
I as 

- D 

val 

the 
in 

1 R E C T I 0 N P L O T 

ues of RX i RY and then reset the 

first line in the y-direction, and 
the x-direction plot. Continue. 

origin, 

reset the origin , 

20000 REH 
20010 REH 
20020 REH 
20030 REH 
20040 REH 
20050 REM 
20060 REM 
20070 REM 
20080 REM 
20090 REH 
20100 RX=0 
20110 RY=0 
20120 PRINTfl"I50,50" 
20130 FOR Q=l TO YDIH 
20140 FOR P=l TO XDIM 
20170 Y=(GAN(P,Q)/SCALE)»SZ 
20180 X=(P/XD1H)*SX 
20190 MX=SY»AMQ/XDIH) 
20200 HY=SY*BMQ/YDIH) 
20210 XA=CONVl(X+HX+RX) 
20220 YA+CONVl(Y+HY+RY) 
20230 IF P=l THEN PRINTf 1"H";XA;",'';YA 
20240 PRINT#1"D";XA;'',";YA 
20250 NEXT P 
20260 NEXT Q 
30000 CLOSEjfl 
30010 CL0SEJI2 
30030 END 
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APPENDIX D 

PROGRAM TO EVALUATE PARAMETRIC 
AMPLIFIER GAIN 
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G A I N 

This program calculates the gain of a parametric amplifier for 
various values of Q/wO and w/wO. The impulse response has the form 
of 2 square waves of different variables multiplied together, along 
with an exponential. 

10 REH 
20 REH ! 
30 REH I 
40 REM !. 
50 REM I 
60 REM : 
70 REH ; 
80 REH I 
90 REH I 
100 REH I 
110 OIH GAN(50,50),C(50,50),S(50,50) 
120 PI=3.1415926541 
130 INPUT "Number of harmonics in the Fourier series of the square wave";NPTS 
140 INPUT "Maximum value of QT " M i 

160 INPUT "Maximum value of HT ":WRE 
170 INPUT "Minimum value of HT ";WRS 
180 INPUT "Value for the period of the pump signal ";T 
190 JL1H=50 
200 QTSTEP=(QRE-QRS)/JL1H 
210 KLIH=50 
220 WTSTEP=(HRE-WRS)/KLIH 
230 FOR J=l TO JLIM 
240 QT=J*QTSTEP+QRS 
250 FOR K=l TO KLIM 
260 HT=K'WTSTEP+HRS 
270 FOR N=l TO NPTS STEP 2 
280 H=N 
290 KQA=QT*T/(QT'2+(2»PI*N+WT)*2) 
300 KQB=QT»T/(QT*2+(2*PI*N-WT)*2) 
310 KHA = {2»PI*N»T+WTn)/(QT'2+(2*Pl*N+WT)'2) 
320 KWB=(2*PI*N*T-HT»T)/(QT*2+(2*PrN-MT)*2) 
330 C(J,K)=C(J,K)+4/(Pr2*N)'(-l)'(K0A+KQB)/M 
340 S(J,K)=5(J,K)+4/(Pr2*N)'(-l*KMA+KHB)/M 

350 NEXT N 
360 GAN(J,K)=50R(C(J,K)'2+S(J.K)-2) 
370 PRINT J,K,GAN(J,K) 
380 NEXT K 
390 NEXT J 
400 END 
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APPENDIX E 

PROGRAM TO EVALUATE PARAMETRIC 
AMPLIFIER HARMONIC GAIN 
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10 REH 
20 REH 
30 REH 
40 REH 
50 REH 
60 REH 
70 REM 
80 REM 
90 REH 
100 REH 

68 
H A R H 0 N I C G A I N 

This program calculates the gain of a parametric amplifier for 
the harmonic given by the variable P. The impulse response is 
2 square waves of different variables multiplied together, along 
with an exponential. 

INT(Hll/2) OR H11=0 TH 

110 DIM S(100),C(100),GAIN(IOO) 
120 PI=3.1415926541 
130 INPUT "First harmonic that the gain is to be calculated for ";P1 
140 INPUT "Last harmonic that the gain is to be calculated for ";P2 
150 INPUT "Number of harmonics in the Fourier series of the square wave":NPTS 
160 INPUT "Value of QT ";QT 
170 INPUT "Value of WT ";WT 
180 INPUT "Value for the period of the pump signal ";T 
190 PRINT " ":PRINT " " 
200 FOR P=P1 TO P2 
210 FOR N=I TO NPTS STEP 2 
220 M11=N+{P+1)*WT/(2»PI) 
230 M12=N-(P-1)*WT/(2*PI) 
240 H21=-1*H12 
250 M22=-1'H11 
260 H31=N+(P-1)»WT/(2*PI) 
270 H32=N-(P+1)*«T/(2*PI) 
280 M41=-rM32 
290 M42=-rH31 
300 IF I N K H l D O H l l OR Mll/2 
310 LII=1/H11 
320 IF INT{M12)<>M12 OR M12/2=lNT(M12/2) OR M12=0 TH 

330 L12=l/M12 
340 IF INT(M21)<>H21 OR H21/2--INT(H21/2) OR M21=0 TH 

350 L21=l/H21 
360 IF INT(H22)<>M22 OR M22/2=INT(M22/2) OR H22=0 TH 

370 L22=l/H22 
380 IF INT(M31)<>M31 OR M31/2- - INT(M31/2) OR H 3 h O TH 

390 L 3 1 = l / H 3 1 
400 IF INT(H32)<>H32 OR M32 /2= INT(H32 /2 ) OR M32=0 TH 

4 1 0 L 3 2 = l / M 3 2 
4 2 0 IF INT(M41)<)M41 OR H 4 1 / 2 = I N T ( H 4 1 / 2 ) OR M41=0 TH 

4 3 0 L 4 1 = l / M 4 1 
4 4 0 IF 1NT{M42)<)M42 OR H 4 2 / 2 = I N T ( M 4 2 / 2 ) OR M42=0 TH 

450 L42= l /M42 
4 6 0 KQA=T»QT/(QT*2+{2»PI 'N+WT) '2 ) 
4 7 0 K Q 6 = T * Q T / ( Q T ' 2 + ( 2 * P I » N - W T ) * 2 ) 
4 8 0 K W A = T M 2 * P r N + W T ) / ( Q T 7 + ( 2 ' P I * N m ) ' 2 ) 
4 9 0 K W B = T V 2 » P 1 * N - W T ) / ( Q T ' 2 + ( 2 ' P I * N - W T ) ' 2 ) 
500 C(P)=C(P) + 4 / { P r 2 * N ) ' ( - r K Q A ) M L l l + L 1 2 ) 
510 C(P)=C(P) + 4 / ( P r 2 * N ) * K Q A M L 2 1 + L 2 2 ) 
520 C(P)=C(P) + 4 / ( P r 2 * N ) ' ( - l * K Q B ) M L 3 1 + L 3 2 ) 

EN L11--0:GOTO 320 

EN L12=0:GOTO 340 

EN L21=0:GOTO 360 

EN L22=0:GOTO 380 

EN L3hO:GOTO 400 

EN L32=0:GOTO 420 

EN L41=0:GOTO 440 

EN L42=0:GOTO 460 



530 C(P)=C(P) + 4/(Pr2»N 
540 S(P)=S(P) + 4/(Pr2*N 
550 S(P)=S(P)+4/(Pr2*N 
560 S(P)=S{P)+4/(Pr2*N 
570 S(P)=S(P)+4/(Pr2*N 
580 NEXT N 
590 GAIN(P)=SQR(C(P)*2+S(P)7) 
600 PRINT "The gain for harmonic 
610 NEXT P 
620 END 

)»(KQB)ML41+L42) 
)MKWA)ML11-L12) 
)»(-l'KWA)ML21-L22) 
)*(KHB)ML31-L32) 
)'(-l'KWB)ML41-L42) 
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';P;" is ";GA1N(P) 




